Leica TruView Cloud
Digital reality data - anywhere,
anytime, any device

Unparalleled simplicity, scalability and sharing
Leica TruView is the industry leading software for easily and
intuitively sharing point cloud data, design models,
mark-ups and more. TruView Cloud is an all-new software
as a service available to access through the new Leica
Geosystems Cyclone Cloud platform - a first of its kind
web-based hub for digital reality cloud services. TruView
Cloud makes it easy to harness the enterprise-level solution
of the TruView family of products thanks to its subscription
model and Leica Geosystems hosted cloud offering. Now,
even firms without a dedicated IT department can easily
deploy the service and manage all their users from a single,
secure, simple-yet-powerful platform.

leica-geosystems.com

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
 Access from any browser or device with no installation or app
required; iOS, Android, phones, tablets, laptops and desktops
are all supported
 Create unlimited portals and users with secure user login
 Shared, synced mark-ups for simple collaboration globally
 Advanced user management, including Active Directory and LDAP
compatibility
 Easy drag-and-drop of TruView data sets or publishing directly to
TruView Cloud from the Cyclone family of products
 Publish high-resolution 4K images and true colour point clouds
 Integrate GeoTags to asset information systems
 Publish 3D models from Cyclone as part of your TruView scenes
to see designs in context
 Compatible with data from any sensor, including mobile
mapping, handheld and aerial platforms

Leica TruView Cloud
A smarter way to collaborate

Comprehesive
user controls
Entreprise level solution
hosted and manged by
Leica Geosystems

All your cloud
services in one place

Account security
and dependability

Rapid license
deployment
Centralised subscription
management and renewal

Leica TruView Cloud is the perfect software to view, measure
and share your digital reality data and is available anywhere,
anytime and on any device. The intuitiveness of TruView has
been paired with an equally intuitive way to access your data.
Simply log in to your Cyclone Cloud account, deploy the
product and start sharing immediately. With excellent
dependability and advanced admin and user controls, never
worry about who has, or does not have access to your data.
TruView Cloud lets any user navigate a scene by panning,
rotating and zooming. Plus, add notes, markups, GeoTags and
hyperlinks to communicate globally with ease. Even visualise
designs in context by including your Cyclone models when
publishing to TruView.
With a TruView Cloud subscription, you can buy only what you
need and easily scale-up per project or to meet growing client
requirements. TruView Cloud subscriptions are as flexible and
scalable as your needs.

SPEED
TruView Cloud is quick and easy to deploy and scale. From first
log in, to fully-functioning, takes just minutes. Share data
quickly and collaborate instantly with automatic syncing of
markups and more.
SCALE
TruView Cloud is an enterprise-level solution that can scale
infinitely and instantly based on the volumes you and your
clients need. Unlimited separate portals can be configured
through the TruView Cloud administration portal. Assign
different communities of users and project data to each portal
and assign access on a user-by-user basis.
SIMPLICITY
TruView Cloud has removed IT hurdles so that firms of any size
and capacity can setup and maintain an enterprise-level
solution. Users don’t have to install any app or program. Simply
visit the URL you designate and access TruViews from a laptop,
desktop computer, smartphone or tablet.
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Leica Cyclone TruView
PUBLISHER
Publish to any TruView platform

Leica TruView Enterprise

Digital reality experience in
your own private cloud
TruView

Leica Cyclone Cloud
Digital reality SaaS platform

TruView

Enterprise

required, simply point and click to access a wealth of 3D
information from any web-enabled desktop, laptop or tablet.*

Speed to collaborate in real time

Scale to accommodate your data

Simple to Share and Navigate

Leica TruView Enterprise is the quick and

TruView Enterprise scales to meet your

TruView Enterprise offers your clients a

easy way to share your digital reality
data with anyone, regardless of their
familiarity with 3D. Upload TruView data
sets via a quick drag and drop to share
colleagues in the field or clients around
the world. Snapshots, markups and notes

needs. 10 base portals can be assigned
to each client and each can contain an
unlimited number of sites and users
allowing you to bundle numerous projects
under a single portal. Robust user
controls including portal access and roles

free, no-installation required way to view
and easily interact with their data from
anywhere. Simple, point-and-click
navigation, snapshots and markups lets
anyone experience the scene as if they
were there - no CAD or 3D skills required.

are saved and synced in real time,
allowing you to collaborate with your
users around the world via the TruView

let you control who sees what and who
can change and edit data to ensure its
integrity.

Even GeoTags and Hyperlinks are as simple
as a click or tap of the finger on touch
screen devices. TruView Enterprise is

experience.

localised in a variety of languages to
accommodate global users.
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Leica Cyclone TruView PUBLISHER lets your take advantage
of the capabilities of all three TruView platforms depending
on you and your clients’ needs.

If you plan to publish to JetStream as well, consider Cyclone
PUBLISHER Pro to publish all your data with a single, simple
license.

Whether you choose the lightweight TruView web plugin or
the robust, self-managed TruView Enterprise, Cyclone
TruView PUBLISHER is your route to TruView - the industry’s
most flexible and intuitive digital reality data viewer.
No matter which TruView viewing platform you chose, your
users will gain access to a diverse set of tools to aid in
visualisation and collaboration, including measurement,
markups, snapshots, GeoTags and Hyperlinks.
Using TruView is intuitive - no CAD or 3D experience

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
 Cyclone TruView PUBLISHER allows for the publication of
TruView*.tvg datasets for simple, drag-and-drop use in TruView
Enterprise as well as HTML, image and 3D information for use in
the TruView ActiveX plugin for Internet Explorer
 Publish from Cyclone REGISTER or Cyclone REGISTER 360
 TruView Cloud users can take advantage of direct export options
from Cyclone REGISTER products without a TruView PUBLISHER
license or accept*.tvg data from third parties

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
Leica Cyclone Cloud is an all-new, centralised, online
administration portal for Leica Geosystems’ new cloudbased software services. These services are designed to
bring speed, scale and simplicity to the digital reality
capture market. Now you can access and deploy new and
add-on cloud-based services from one portal, with one login

 Centralised portal for activation of all your digital reality
cloud-based software service products from Leica Geosystems
 Rapid deployment of services with simplified license handling
 Rapid deployment of services to your preferred data centre
location for optimal performance - no IT expertise needed
 Secure sharing with anyone from anywhere

and simplified license handling - even manage users and
control permissions from anywhere you have an internet
connection. Rapidly deploy all your cloud services without

 Flexibility on all fronts - pricing, user-rights and hosting
 Fast, easy and scalable thanks to cloud hosting and a
subscription-based model
 Cloud services integrate with other Leica Geosystems software

the need for IT knowledge. All services are hosted by Leica
Geosystems for a secure and trusted enterprise-level cloud
service option with exceptional “time-up” dependability.

- publish directly to your cloud service with simple user account
credentials
 Same enterprise-level solutions and dependability, made simple
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Enterprise
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